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continue to elude us as long as they carry
the burden of daily scavenging for sources
of energy and clean water ?
The Summit must have prominent on its
agenda, questions of health, water, energy, a
better life for children and the emancipation of
women. The impact of the loss of biodiversity
on the poor, particularly as it relates to the invasion of alien species and destruction of
sources of food in the lakes of Africa. Must be
addressed. We are talking about the intersection between environment, poverty and development.

At the end of April the international
community will meet for the first global
preparatory meeting to Earth Summit
2002. The Environment Minister of the
Summit’s host Country, South Africa, This intersection constitutes the core subject
offers his thoughts on history making matter of the Summit.
choices we are about to make.
The noble decisions of Rio and those, which

we can expect to emerge from
At the dawn of the new millenJohannesburg, will be unfulfilled
nium, the challenges of sustainwithout workable and democratic
able development loom larger
institutional arrangements to efthan ever. The Johannesburg
fect implementation.
Summit is about sustainable development. It is also about the
We should remove unnecessary
protection of the environment as
obstacles, which can cloud conone element of sustainable develstructive discussions on the issue
opment. At Johannesburg, the
of governance. We believe that
world consensus on real and practhe following should be the basis
tical meaning of sustainable defor the review of the current govvelopment must take a quantum
ernance system that must take
leap. Shall we dare to ask the
place within the framework of
question – how sustainable is a Minister Valli Moosa international multilateral arrangeworld which promotes the strident
ments:
and unabated leaps of development of some
parts of the world, and which perpetuate and, • The system needs to empower small and
developing countries to participate meaneven exacerbate, the underdevelopment and
ingfully in matters of environmental govaccompany poverty and disease in other parts
ernance. The present proliferation of strucof the world ?
tures, agreements , programmes and conferThe Johannesburg Summit must not shirk the
ences simply results in an inadequate parresponsibility of critically assessing our successes and failures as far as the implementation
of the Rio decisions are concerned. There is
Contents
still time to complete unfulfilled tasks. The
time between now and the Johannesburg Earth Towards Earth Summit 2002
1
Summit is valuable. We must, for example,
2
have closure on the climate change negotia- Editorial
tions this year, so that the Johannesburg Sum3
mit does not get bogged down by such out- News
standing negotiations.
CSD 9 Intersessional
4
Johannesburg must be more than just about
Energy Experts Meeting
5
looking back. The people of Africa, and indeed
the world, will look upon this great gathering 45th Session of the Commission
6
of world leaders in Johannesburg and want on the Status of Women
them to lead – to chart a path forward with
7
courage and determination. Shall this path not Review of Multi-stakeholder
Processes
have to provide hope:
• To the millions who suffer from water-born UNEP on Climate Change
diseases?
Meet the International Advisory
• To the children who suffer as a result of Board
under-development ?
Diary Dates, Events &
• To the women whose emancipation will Conferences
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ticipation on the part of developing countries. The dispersed action at the global level. In these consultations issues, which,
and fragmented nature of the system makes it fundamentally in view of the region, could be more effectively addressed at
undemocratic.
the regional/ sub-regional levels will also be identified.
• These environmental governance processes need to be
transparent. We need to remove the obfuscation associated
within the current system. There is this very small body of
people in this world who really and truly understands all of
these processes and the large variety of acronyms that go
along with it. There is no point in me coming to conferences
like these, Mr President, unless I am able to get a meaningful and intelligent mandate from my Government. Therefore
these processes must be understood by ordinary representatives of ordinary people.

We are ready for the challenge before us. The world would
have succeeded in this gathering if issues of poverty in a world
so endowed are addressed.
Mohammed Valli Moosa - Minister of Environmental Affairs
and Tourism, Republic Of South Africa
www.environment.gov.za

Editorial

• There is a need, without being over-ambitious, to strive to- “Shall we dare to ask the question – how sustainable is a
wards a kind of a one-stop institutional arrangement - to world which promotes the strident and unabated leaps of development of some parts of the world, and which perpetuate and,
some extent a greater degree of centralisation.
even exacerbate, the underdevelopment and accompany pov• The question of finance also needs us to address it quite sys- erty and disease in other parts of the world?” So says South
tematically. There is no point in having wonderful arrange- Africa’s Environment Minister on Earth Summit 2002 in this
ments without adequate finances . Together with the issues months lead article. Inspiring Stuff.
of financing of institutions, there is a need for a fresh look
at decision-making processes of international financing in- And timely too. Latter this month the world gathers for the
stitutions, particularly in our case the Global Environment first preparatory meeting to the Summit. Although this Prep.
Com. can be viewed as largely procedural, it is important that
Facility and other International financing institutions.
apathy doesn’t set in at the first hurdle. Hopefully with sentiIt is encouraging that at the recent meeting of the UN govern- ments such as those expressed by our Summit hosts, there will
ing council in Nairobi, where well over sixty Environment be little chance of that.
Ministers from all corners of the Globe gathered, there was
general agreement to take up these critical issues to ensure that First though we have the 9th Session of the CSD, where key
when we meet together again next year there can be solutions issues likely to also be tabled in Johannesburg will be discussed. Energy and Transport, notably, will be hot topics to
that can precede Johannesburg.
follow over the next 15 months, not least due to the upcoming
The journey to Johannesburg is as important as the Summit continuation of the Climate Change debate scheduled for July
itself. Let us commit ourselves here to complete all that needs this year.
to be done in our own national preparatory processes, including
popular mobilisation for sustainable development. Without In the meantime, CSD will have to wrestle with complexities
popular mobilisation, we will not have sustainable develop- such as ‘is nuclear a clean energy technology?’ Hmm. Well, at
a recent workshop on the issue I heard one delegate provide the
ment.
reference point of the 30,000 year old Lascaux Cave paintings
In our country we are gearing up for the summit with the in France. That, if the artists had used nuclear power to light
South African Cabinet and President Mbeki giving us full sup- their work the radiation created would have just reached its
port
half-life. So, quite some inheritance we are planning for our
The United Nations preparations for the World Summit on future generations then.
Sustainable Development 2002 is being coordinated by a UN Governments met in early March to prepare for these discusTask Force under the chair of the Deputy Secretary General of sions at the CSD 9 Intersessional. You can read more on this on
the UN; Ms. Louise Frechette. As host country, an official sec- Page 4. Delegates also appeared to add their own agenda items,
onded by the South African government to the UN Task Force turning their attention to the Earth Summit (how could they
will provide regular liaison between South Africa’s National not?). They even ventured so far as to consider appointing a
structures for coordination and the UN Task Force as well as ‘Special Ambassador’ to the Summit.
provide broad political direction in the build up to the Summit.
On that note I hope that governments of the world feel suitaSouth Africa has commenced with national preparations for bly embarrassed that when considering possible special ambasthe Summit involving all levels of government. The hosting of sadors for 2002, they all singularly failed to consider any fethe conference will be a joint partnership between national gov- male candidates. It is fortunate that elsewhere, at the CSW sesernment, the Gauteng Province and Greater Johannesburg Met- sion, delegates were a little more progressive. More of their
ropolitan Council. We have also set up a number structures for findings on Page 6.
co-ordination including the National Logistics Committee to
co-ordinate all logistical arrangements and National Substance To complete the picture, Network is always on about the imCommittee to co-ordinate the preparation of discussion papers portance of stakeholders in the 2002 process. Supporting this
and the review of Agenda 21 and the national strategy for sus- on Page 7 we have an article on the possible form and function
of stakeholder participation, specifically targeting the 2002
tainable development.
process. Business as usual then? Never.
It is also important to highlight that there will be regional
preparations that will address key sustainable development is- T.Middleton,
sues, which, in view of the region, require priority attention and Editor
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President has been unequivocal. He does not support the Kyoto
treaty’. Continuing he said ‘It is not in the United States Economic interest’. During his election campaign Bush had opined
Africa Preparatory Process launched in
that scientists had yet to make a compelling case for global
Dakar
The Africa preparatory process for Earth Summit 2002 was warming.
launched in Dakar on 13th March by His Excellency Maître When pushed on the issue, Fleischer defended the Bush camp
decision saying ‘there’s nothing to withdraw from’, on the baAbdoulaye Wade, President of the Republic of Senegal.
In his opening statement, President Wade stressed the impor- sis that the agreement has yet to come into force. Although a
tance of such a gathering for the continent and insisted that Af- spokesman for the State Dept. stated that the US were not conrica should stand and act in a concerted and coherent manner to sidering ‘unsigning’ the treaty, the outlook for Kyoto looks
ensure the success of the Johannesburg Summit. The African bleak under current conditions.

News, News, News...

contribution to the Earth Summit, concluded the Senegalese International partners met the decision with dismay and anger.
Head of State, must result in an African Report that highlights Coming off the back of pressure from the European Union to
pertinent ways and means to help solve the crises the Africa press ahead with the deal, the fight against global warming was
Region faces, particularly poverty eradication, in order to billed as ‘an integral part of relations’ with the EU. EU Environment Commissioner, Margot Wallstrom, said in
achieve sustainable development.
a statement ‘It is very worrying if it is true that the
Also present at the ceremony were members of
US intends to pull out of the Kyoto Protocol.’
the Government of Senegal, the Minister of Environment of the Gambia, members of the Dakarbased diplomatic corps, representatives from international organizations, local governments, NGOs
and women and youth groups.
Later, the Expanded Joint Secretariat for the Summit held its second meeting from 13-14 March to
review the status of the preparatory process. It was
attended by representatives from the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Organization
of the African Unity (OAU), the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU),
The Economic Commission of West African States
(ECOWAS), the Economic Commission of Central African
States (ECCAS), the Inter-States Committee on Drought in the
Sahel (CILSS), The Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA), the Inter Governmental Authority on Development (IGAD) and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC).
The participants confirmed that Africa's preparation for
WSSD is to be carried out at three levels - national, subregional and regional. The national and sub-regional preparatory processes will feed into An African Regional Conference,
to be convened on 28-31 August 2001, to consider and agree
on an African Common Position. Also, African Regional Organizations (AMU, ECOWAS/CILSS, ECCAS, COMESA/
IGAD and SADC) were designated to lead the sub-regional
review processes for their respective regions. The sub-regional
consultations will be held on 28-31 May 2001 (SADC), 25-28
June 2001 (ECOWAS/CILSS), 9-13 July 2001 (ECCAS), 1114 June 2001 (AMU), 16-19 July 2001 (COMESA/IGAD).

Countering Fleischer stated ’The concern is that
most of the world is exempt from the Protocol and
the Protocol as it currently is written is not in the
economic interests of the United States as well, because of the huge costs involved that are disproportionate to the benefits.’
Environmental groups responded in disgust. A
Friends of the Earth Spokesman called the US position ‘environmental issolationism’. ‘He (Bush) is
systematically breaking his promise to the American public to
protect the environment and keeping his promises to the
wealthy polluters who put him in office’ said FoE spokesman
Mark Helm.
Equally damning were figures from within the US. Frank Loy,
lead US negotiator on climate change under the Clinton administration, spoke of a ‘drastically bad’ (decision) and an
‘unmitigated disaster’.
The decision from the Bush camp to pull out of the climate
change agenda so publicly almost ends the upcoming continuation of the Hague climate talks before they begin. The US administration had already requested a delay in their resumption,
needing ‘time to form their climate team.’ This will leave the
rest of the international community in a state of confusion
about how best to press ahead without the meaningful participation of the US.
While time is needed for the dust to settle, still this decision
casts a cloud over the Earth Summit in 2002. Several governments had looked to have the climate change agenda significantly advanced by the Summit avoid having the 2002 meeting
get bogged down in endless divisions on climate.

Financial contributions for the Africa Process were received Reporting to 2002
from the Governments of Norway, Sweden and Belgium as UN reporting to Earth Summit 2002 will take place throughwell as from the United Nations Department of Economic and out 2001. To input to that certain deadlines need to be met. The
Social Affairs and UNDP.
first round of reports on each chapter of Agenda 21 have been
provided by the Task Managers, and are available online.

Bush Backs out of Kyoto
What could be a fatal blow was dealt to the global climate
agenda earlier this week. when the White House announced
that the US had effectively abandoned the Kyoto Protocol on
global warming. Spokesman Ari Fleischer stated that ‘The

The second set of Task Managers reports, are being drawn up
now to be released in July, deadline for input is as soon as possible. These reports will in turn form the basis for the Secretary
General’s Report on the Implementation of Agenda 21 due at
the end of 2001. To input on each issue, contact the relevant
task manager at: www.un.org/esa/sustdev/issueslist.htm
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Clinton, Rawlings,
Upton, Douglas,
Mandela
...and 2002

April 2001

tors as a move towards conditionality. There was some discussion concerning the Aarhus Convention on Access to information. However, there was little political momentum to push for
this regionally formed Convention to a global level.
On International Cooperation for an Enabling Environment
much of the discussion centred on setting out the stalls for the
discussion on finance for 2002. Discussion focussed on Overseas Development Assistance, the Global Environment Facility, Debt relief, trade issues, transfer of technology and how to
create an enabling economic environment at all levels.

The Intersessional to the 9th Session of the UN
Commission for Sustainable Development took place
earlier this month. There proved to be an interesting
unofficial agenda running parallel to the formal discussions. UNED was in the corridors feeling the
mix.

Of the numerous informal discussions in the Delegates'
Lounge many delegates were discussing Earth Summit 2002.
Speculation included the possible need for Special Ambassadors (see list above) to promote the Summit and help persuade
the Heads of State to attend, and to do so with some commitments. Some say that it would be a good signal to have two
main special ambassadors – e.g. one from the South, one from
the North, maybe even one woman, one man?

The CSD 9 Intersessional in March Rawlings, Ghana...
officially covered four areas:
Transport, Atmosphere, Information for Decision Making and Participation and International Cooperation for an Enabling Environment. Unofficially it was about
Earth Summit 2002.

Also being discussed was what issues should be addressed by
the Summit. The US held a meeting with NGOs on 2002 and
highlighted areas that the Administration might be prepared to
lead on issues such as Straddling Fish Stocks (the Convention
is 3 signatures short of coming into effect - the EU have yet to
ratify). The European Commission made available a background paper on their thoughts for the Summit.

The main other discussions were around the international ar...Clinton, USA
The CSD Intersessional offers
chitecture and how that might be
space for ideas to be put forward
approached as an issue.
Mandela, S.A...
before the negotiations start, thus offering the chance to be
Early days in preparations for the
creative. The problem was that no ones not really doing that.
Summit, but lots of informal discusIn the formal discussions on Transport there were some very
sions trying to work out what everygood NGO and Women’s caucus suggestions picked up by
body's going to put forward are well
governments. One issue raised by the NGOs related to the need
under way in the corridors.
to strengthen regional bodies to enable them to make regional
It looks like the April CSD will be
agreements, particularly in the area of air pollution. The
long hard nights of negotiations.
Women’s Caucus advocated the need to
move towards transport planning based ...Douglas,
Contact: www.un.org/esa/
on the analysis of household needs so
sustdev/csd9/csd9_2001.htm
Hollywood
that everybody's travel patterns are inFelix Dodds
cluded.
Some of the discussion focussed on the
people's side of the transport issue more
than the energy side, as this was covered
during the meeting of experts on energy
the previous week. There was also some
debate over the differences between
'transport for sustainable development
and 'sustainable transport'.

Network Straw-poll
In response to the debate which took place in the UN Headquarters’s Delegates Lounge, Network has decided to conduct
its own un-official elections for the post of Special Ambassador
to the Summit. Consider this as the primaries, if you will.

To submit your vote, punch a hole through the picture of the
candidate to whom you wish to vote
The discussions on Atmosphere were mostly focussed on pol- Upton, N.Z...
for. No dimpled, chadded, incomplete,
lution issues and again left the issue of energy to the discusdouble punched or tampered ballots
sions of the previous week.
will be eligible for inclusion.
Turning their attention to Information for Decision Making
Network would like to stress that this
and Participation much of the debate focussed on the area of
is a light-hearted bit of fun, upon which
indicators for sustainable development. Since 1995 the Divino binding decisions are based.
sion for Sustainable Development's work on indicators had reWe can assure you that no votes will
sulted in 22 countries monitoring a set of 58 core indicators.
be
counted by hand. Or by any other
There were questions from the NGOs concerning choice, lack
means
come to think of it.
of gender sensitivity and the need to focus down to just 58 indicators in the first place. This NGO criticism was in places
shared by G77 who, in addition, saw the move to Core Indica-
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governmental organizations (NGOs).
Over 25 different NGOs were represented at the experts meeting. The NGO caucus produced and distributed a paper with
proposed deletions and changes to the draft negotiating text
which can be found at www.igc.org/csdngo/energy/
ene_IGEESDtext_ngo_changes.htm. The caucus also made
an official statement at the meeting, which can be viewed at
w w w . i g c . o r g / c s d n g o / e n e r g y /
ene_Intersessional_Atmos_statement.htm.

Discussions on Energy at the CSD this year have
already created a lot of heat. Contention on what’s
on the agenda and what’s left off has kept many
brows fevered. Gail Karlsson reports on prepara- The NGOs called for full-cost accounting that incorporates
the true economic costs of different energy sources and techtions which continued earlier this month.
nologies, as well as their health, environmental and social imIn order to prepare for this year’s session, the UN Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) established an AdHoc Open-Ended Intergovernmental
Group of Experts on Energy
a n d
Sustainable Development.
Every
year the CSD reviews progress
on selected segments of Agenda 21,
t h e
comprehensive plan of action
adopted
at the first Earth Summit held
in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992. This year’s
topics
include energy, transport and
atmo sphere.
One of the reasons the CSD Wind Power
formed this special group of
energy experts was that energy issues were not adequately
addressed in Agenda 21. In large part this was due to conflicts
of interest between oil-producing and oil-importing countries.
Those conflicts remain, and additional ones have arisen within
and between negotiating blocs as countries struggle to address
the threats presented by global climate change. These threats
are closely connected with emissions of carbon dioxide from
electrical power plants, industrial facilities and motor vehicles.

pacts. When such costs are taken into account, “expensive” alternative energy systems relying on wind, solar, micro-hydro
and geothermal sources become cost-competitive. NGOs also
emphasised energy efficiency and conservation efforts, and
argued for the removal of energy subsidies that encourage
over-reliance on fossil fuels and promote large hydropower
projects and nuclear plants. Recognising the needs of developing countries, where two billion people lack access to electricity, NGOs called for promotion of decentralised renewable
forms of energy, and special attention to the burdens of women
in rural areas, who often have to carry fuel wood over long distances and suffer adverse health effects from prolonged exposure to open
Clean?
Nuclear Power fires.
T he
most
contentious
issue at the
energy group
meeting concerned the use
of nuclear energy. In the
section on the appropriate energy mix to meet growing energy
demand, the United States, Russia and Canada proposed including nuclear technology. Within the European Union, some
countries were in favour of including nuclear energy and others
were opposed. China and India emphasised the right of all
countries to develop nuclear energy. Some other developing
countries stated that nuclear energy sources were neither acceptable nor appropriate; still others preferred a gradual phaseout. A compromise text was proposed that refers to challenges
related to costs, spent fuels and waste management, and public
concerns about safety. In the end, however, there was no consensus and the matter was referred to the official CSD session
for resolution in April.

The energy experts group worked on preparing a draft set of
recommendations which will be forwarded to the CSD itself for
consideration and possible adoption at its session in April. A
proposed working text prepared by the CSD secretariat focused
on issues relating to accessibility of energy, energy efficiency,
adoption of renewable energy technologies, advanced fossil
fuel technologies, nuclear energy, the need for expanded availability of rural energy in developing countries, and energy issues related to transportation. Much of this was drawn from a
500-page report prepared jointly by the UN Development Programme, the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
and the World Energy Council – the World Energy Assessment: Energy and the Challenge of Sustainability, which can be During a side meeting hosted by the Canadian and USA delefound electronically at www.undp.org.
gation on 2 March, Janet Stephanson, a member of the CanaThe co-chairs for or the energy group meeting were Mr. dian delegation, briefed participants on the status of the Energy
Mohammad Reza Salamat of the Islamic Republic of Iran, and and Transport exhibition, which had been scheduled to be held
Ms. Irene Freudenschuss-Reichl of Austria. The main negotia- in parallel to CSD session. She said that due to insufficient fitors were Iran on behalf of the G77 and China, Sweden on be- nancing and logistics the exhibition would not take place, but
half of the EU, Canada, the United States, and Russia. Most of could possibly take place in some form at Earth Summit 2002
the 53 countries that are members of the CSD were repre- in Johannesburg. One of the major obstacles to successful
sented, although many of the delegates were probably diplo- multi-stakeholder planning for the exhibition was NGO insismats from the New York mission offices rather than energy tence that the exhibition should not include nuclear technoloexperts sent from national offices. Others attending the meeting gies as examples of sustainable energy options.
included representatives of other UN members, representatives Gail V. Karlsson is Chair of the Working Group on Climate
of United Nations organisations and secretariats of treaty bod- Change and Energy for the U.S. Citizens Network for Sustainies, as well as observers for intergovernmental and non- able Development. gkarlsson@igc.org
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To mainstream or
not to mainstream:
The challenge of
the gender agenda
The debate regarding how best to ensure women
are directly involved, at all levels, in decisionmaking processes continues. That women should be
participating in order that equality is achieved and
maintained is not in question, at least officially.
At the recent 45th session of Commission on the Status of
Women (CSW), the G77 statement recommended that women
should be supported to gain economic independence. Thus all
countries involved in the UN display commitment to equality
and ensure that this is implemented in all the UN processes.

April 2001

CSW programme to other UN processes.
The notion of the validity of international conferences at all is
a cross cutting UN topic. Opinions are divided. Some feel that
conferences as a whole are a waste of time, money and resources. Others feel that UN conferences serve to highlight
issues and are therefore indispensable. Most agree that if there
are going to be conferences on other UN processes then there
is no choice but to have another one on women as well. There
is a generally held feeling among NGOs that a Beijing +10
conference, or a Meta conference should take place. While
CSW was meeting it was announced that there would be no
Cairo+10 (Population) and the CSW work programme does not
mention a conference in 2005. The agreed EU position is that
full reviews of world conferences should not be held automatically, but only if specific action is needed.
Perhaps the real issue here is the level of consultation between NGOs throughout the year with States Parties so that
civil society has ample opportunity to have its voice heard and
that opinion included in the government draft documents and
definitions of their negotiating bottom line. There appears to be
a wide disparity between the levels of consultation between
governments and NGOs. Some countries, such as the UK, are
to be congratulated on their increasing partnership with NGOs.
Certainly an increasing amount of time given to real consultation with NGOs and the inclusion of the results in their official
stance is a sustainable and valuable goal for the public sector
and civil society alike.

However the recent 45th session of the Commission on the
Status of Women showed symptoms of perhaps an underlying
trend - that full participation of women is still a challenging
concept. The actions of the main players tend to portray something of a reluctance to see words matched by deeds. There is
no distinct north-south divide in this contrast between words There are many countries that wish to see CSW grow in imand deeds nor is it a private sector versus NGOd. As with all of portance. Thus a number of governments, supported by many
life’s major concerns it is as complex as humanity itself.
NGOs, attempted to get the multi-year programme of CSW
CSW saw, as usual, a large NGO contingent with 1900 NGO linked to other UN processes. The themes of CSW and the two
representatives registered. The NGO programme included 105 special panels held during the Commission linked CSW to two
events held over the two weeks plus the NGO conference on other major UN events: the Special Session on HIV/AIDS in
the day preceding the start of CSW. Despite snow, the meeting June and World Conference on Racism in Durban this Sept..
went ahead to discuss the three themes - Women, the girl child Ensuring links with other UN processes whilst yet giving
and HIV/AIDS; Gender and all forms of discrimination, in par- agreed themes priority proved a challenge. All the concepts
ticular racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related within the multi-year programme are important and many isintolerance; the new CSW multi-year work programme for the sues are linked and cross cutting. So the debates continued as
period 2002-2006.
to whether ICT should go in the preamble and thus be part of
If there is no question that women should be fully involved at the yearly programme of CSW or only appear as a theme one
all levels of decision making, but the debate about mainstream- year. The same questions were raised regarding partnerships.
ing is on-going. The problem facing CSW participants is two- Some countries felt that issues are so vital they should be in the
fold. Firstly some NGOs feel that having faced years of opposi- preamble as well as a major theme of a given year. Eventually
tion and oppression and finally succeeded in achieving written, CSW reaffirmed it's primary goal of mainstreaming a gender
signed and ratified UN agreements and conventions regarding perspective into all policies and programmes in the United Nathe equality of women, now the debate is including the place of tions system.
men and boys. Whilst some feel that there is still much work to There was no agreed outcome on “Women, the girl child and
be done and that all efforts should be made to implement exist- HIV/AIDS” thus one of the decisions was for CSW to meet in
ing agreements, others believe that until men realise that equal- resumed session from 9 to 11 May 2001. It is clear that HIV/
ity of opportunity for all is everyone’s challenge and opportu- AIDS is closely related to development. An article by Barbara
nity, no real gains will be made. The argument lies in the no- Crosette published at the UN on Feb. 23 indicates that in India
tion that only when women achieve their true potential, will and Africa, women's low status increases their risk of AIDS.
men achieve the greatness that could be theirs. Consequently Subsequent e-debates have continued this discussion. “The
men and boys must be supported and encouraged to play an poverty and powerlessness of women in Africa and Asia are
active and full part in the discussions regarding equality and combining to make them increasingly vulnerable to AIDS,
thereafter be empowered to assist in the implementation of the which some research groups are now calling a women's disresulting agreements.
ease”, states Crosette. The main stumbling blocks to agreement
The second challenge lies in the concept of mainstreaming were the provision of cheap anti-retroviral drugs, the role of
itself with two aspects of CSW highlighting this: the NGO call the family, and sexual and reproductive rights. Whilst stronger
for another UN conference on women, and the linking of the links between CSW and other UN processes may be a real desire of some countries, how to achieve this without CSW get-
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ting bogged down by issues to be debated elsewhere has value/ideological basis; relevant scientific findings; 20 existing
proved a problem.
examples. The step-by-step guide offers a check-list which
Despite difficulties an agreed document on “Gender and all need to be addressed when designing, carrying out and evaluforms of discrimination, in particular racism, racial discrimina- ating an MSP.
tion, xenophobia and related intolerance” was adopted in a Over the last few years, stakeholder paricipation and multipackage deal put forward by the Chairman. CSW ended with stakeholder processes have generated considerable interest,
much of the agenda unfinished and work will be resumed after around (inter-)governmental bodies and independently. Examwritten submissions by governments and NGOs.
ples include the World Commission on Dams, the UN Global
The UN process, whilst flawed, remains a key contributor to Compact initiative, the Global Reporting Initiative, the CSD
global development. Any observer must surely be amazed that Stakeholder Dialogues, the WBCSD / IIED Mining, Minerals
any decisions are reached or that any country feels impelled to and Sustainable Development Initiative, National Councils for
implement them as the UN has so little real teeth. Surely it is a Sustainable Development, Local Agenda 21 processes, etc.
sign of the growing maturity of humanity that governments do
feel impelled by international pressure to sign up and to implement international agreements. The voice of civil society is
being heard and listened to in the corridors of power and herein
lies the hope for all those working in NGOs for a better world.
The gender agenda is certainly challenging but the growing
importance of CSW and its headaches is a sign that humanity is
at last recognising that equality of the sexes is not only a reality, but an essential pre-requisite to world peace and prosperity.
Zarin Hainsworth Fadaei
Director Office for the Advancement of Women
Association of Baha’I Women UK

Many of these processes have been organised on an ad-hoc
basis, those around intergovernmental processes need to clarify their linkage into official decision-making. Many also need
to be more transparent, inclusive and equitable, as well as action-oriented.
The GA resolution on Earth Summit 2002 "encourages effective contributions from and the active participation of all major
groups, as identified in Agenda 21, at all stages of the preparatory process" and "stresses that the preparatory meetings and
the 2002 Summit itself should be transparent and provide
for…contributions from and active participation of major
groups".

The CSD has pioneered multi-stakeholder engagement with
* CEDAW - Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Dis- the UN with the Multi-stakeholder Dialogues, which have incrimination Against Women
formed the deliberations of the Commission on different topics
since 1998. Internationally, the Dialogues represent the most
advanced multi-stakeholder discussions within the UN system
on sustainable development issues.

Multi-stakeholder
Processes and the
Stakeholder
Dialogues Towards
Earth Summit 2002

This tradition should be developed further in preparation for
Earth Summit 2002 to: raise awareness of Earth Summit 2002
among stakeholders and the general public; to ensure informed
decision-making by getting substantial contributions from all
Major Groups in a transparent and inclusive manner; and to
build commitment and partnerships which will further the implementation of agreements reached in 2002. The CSD Secretariat is planning global thematic round tables of Major Groups
in conjunction with the Summit preparations
The planned multi-stakeholder dialogues and global thematic
round tables should include the following principles and steps:

Among the key aspects of Agenda 21 are the chapSupport active engagement of all Major Groups in the procters dealing with the role of Major Groups (women, · ess,
to clarify the role of the dialogues and the global theyouth, Indigenous Peoples, NGOs, business & indusmatic round tables and their linkages into the intergoverntry, workers & trade unions, science & technology,
mental decision-making process;
farmers, local authorities). Agenda 21 is the first UN · Work with a steering group of representatives of all Major
document to extensively address the role of different
Groups, elected/appointed by their peers;
stakeholders in the implementation of a global · Establish transparency through ensuring wide consultations
within Major Groups' constituencies and through publishagreement. How to go about engaging them is a difing information about the process, issues and outcomes;
ferent matter.
UNED Forum has recently been working on developing a
methodological framework and a step-by-step guide for multistakeholder processes (MSPs), in order to contribute to the development of principles of stakeholder participation and engagement. The draft report in currently under consultation with
stakeholders. A workshop in April will discuss the second
draft. The report presents a number of building blocks for
MSPs, addressing: MSP goals and various types; their role in
the context of the ongoing debate on global governance; their

·

Enable meaningful participation of Major Groups through
the trust fund;

Preparations
·

Issues should be identified in consultation with the steering
group;

·

The decision on which Major Groups should participate
needs to be made in consultation with the steering group,
based on a careful analysis of the most significant stake-
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holders for a particular issue. Major Groups should identify tion Conference around the Summit which will work on the
their respective representatives through transparent proc- (draft) Summit agreements.
esses within their constituencies;
Minu Hemmati
Major Groups should submit background documents well in Contact: minush@aol.com
advance, outlining problems, possible solutions, relevant
institutions, and possible partnerships for implementation, All material is available at www.earthsummit2002.org/msp
these should be published on the UN Rio+10 website. An
analysis of commonalities and differences should be conducted;
Preparations need sufficient time, including for Major
Groups to consult within their constituencies;

Dialogues should be
·

April 2001

held at the beginning of meetings and enable government
participation (no parallel negotiating sessions);

UNEP & the Impact
of Climate Change

In the first of our new UNEP feature articles, we
look at the complexities of the Global Climate
Agenda. UNEP’s Ravi Sharma reports.

·

chaired with a view to identifying common ground between
UNEP’s focus for the several years has been to handle the
stakeholders and to encourag partnerships for implementachallenge of developing methodological tools for climate
tion of possible agreements;
change mitigation, as the international agency responsible for
· documention to be put forward to subsequent negotiations; World Climate Impacts and Strategies Programme.
participating stakeholders should be consulted when finalisThe three Kyoto mechanisms, agreed in 1997, took the first
ing the summaries.
major step to move the international community in this direcWith regard to identifying the issues to be addressed by the tion. Though much more work needs to be done to detail the
multi-stakeholder dialogues at the International PrepComms:
implementation of these complex mechanisms, the good news
· Major Groups should conduct consultation processes within is that movement is heading in the direction of incorporating
their constituencies to identify their priority issues, ensuring climate mitigation as part of economic policy.
regional and gender balance;
However, even with the successful implementation of the
nd
Kyoto
mechanisms, the rate of climate change will merely
· Multi-stakeholder dialogues at the 2 International PrepCom should focus on the priority issues identified by Major slow. Scientists state that a 60% reduction in Greenhouse Gas
Groups. This should include all Major Groups and can be emissions by 2010 is necessary to stabilise the global climate,
organised in two or three sessions with different groups par- while kyoto requires just 5.2%.
ticipating;
Both emissions and the capability to emit carbon are unevenly
· Dialogues at the 3rd and 4th PrepComms should focus on distributed around the world. A dozen countries control 95% of
priority issues as identified in the official process, and in- conventional carbon resources and 15 nations contribute to
clude a Dialogue Session with Ministers at the 4th Prep- over 75% of the worlds annual emissions.
Comm;
The nations with the highest emissions have the potential to
· Dialogues at the Summit itself should focus on a small control carbon concentrations, but little incentive. On the other
number of priority issues as addressed by the Summit; these hand, nations with low emissions and high impacts have great
should include all Major Groups but not necessarily the incentive to control, but little means or authority. This has put
vulnerable countries in a very difficult situation.
same Major Groups in all dialogue sessions.
Developing countries can be generally catagorised as more
vulnerable due to limited financial and institutional base to
adapt to the added stress of climate change. The vulnerability
of human health and socio-economic systems depends upon
economic circumstances and institutional infrastructure. People
who live on arid or semi-arid lands, in low-lying coastal areas,
The issues to be addressed by the global thematic round tain water limited or flood planes, or small islands are particubles should be identified through consultations with the steerlarly vulnerable.
ing group of international Major Groups representatives.
This is a serious concern for countries which are surviving on
Follow-Up
an environment already stretched to its capacity, and with no
There needs to be space to further build on the dialogues. The possibility of putting additional resources for adaptation measprocess should not only benefit from stakeholders informing ures. Therefore, precautionary investments, to assist human
governments but also from immediately involving them in the and natural systems to adapt to climate change becomes a nesteps towards implementation. For example, stakeholders cessity.
should study (draft) agreements and engage in action-oriented
UNEP has produced a handbook of climate impact and adapdiscussions on how to implement them. They should identify
tation assessment methods. The next step for UNEP is to assist
the tools and strategies of information and partnerships they
developing countries to integrate climate impacts and adaptaneed and commit to pilot projects. These should be carried out
tion options into their overall national economic development
in an agreed time-frame and be reported back to the intergovstrategy. This approach will guarantee that the wealth of naernmental process. UNED Forum is planning an Implementations not only increases but is sustained in the 21st Century.
The issues to be addressed by the multi-stakeholder dialogues
at the Regional PrepComms should be identified through consultations with steering groups of regional Major Groups representatives, with a view to addressing emerging priority issues
in the regions (national reports, regional reports).
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Meet the
International
Advisory Board
ANPED - Northern Alliance for Sustainability
Contact Name: Pieter J. van der Gaag
Web Address: www.anped.org
Summary of the Organisation: ANPED is an international
network of NGOs in the UNECE area. Our mission is to empower Northern civil society in creating and protecting sustainable communities and societies world-wide. We do this by
building capacity among northern civil society organisations
through sharing of information, knowledge and skills; and by
enabling informed and effective democratic participation by
civil society in local, national, regional and international decision-making on sustainable development policy and practices.
Key programmes are:
1) Sustainable Production and Consumption, which includes
campaigns on corporate accountability, genetic engineering,
extended producer responsibility, subsidy reform, clean production, and more;
2) Local Sustainability, which includes campaigns on Local
Agenda 21 and participatory democracy (most recently a regional democracy campaign in the Balkans),

April 2001

young people from around the world staff regional desks, manage all projects with two adult managers. Projects are implemented through a network of some 500-youth eco-groups in
155 countries around the world;
Summary of key projects/fields of work: implementation of
Chapter 36 of Agenda 21 with full "reorientation of education
towards sustainable development"; youth participation in
Agenda 21 implementation through the promotion of youth-led
action projects in the field of sustainable development - the
"Be the Change!" project;
New Projects include: 'Rescue Mission 2002' - a youth-driven
update on the implementation of Agenda 21 since 1992. Further books and publications on youth involvement in sustainable development issues; 'Living Citizenship' - enabling young
people to experience the power of citizenship through practical
experience rather than classroom teaching;
Orgnisations Coverage: International
Key partners/links: UNCSD; UNEP; UNDP; UNICEF;
UNESCO; United Games + every single one of the 500+ youth
eco-groups in 155 countries around the world who are part of
the Peace Child family.

Seeking
Global Financial
Security

3) Health and Environment, mostly focussed on the WHO
process on Health and Environment, as well as reproductive In advance of the UN Financing for Development preparatory
health and freshwater;
meeting in May, and as part of the preparations for the Earth
4) International Political Processes, which means that ANPED Summit 2002, UNED Forum has produced a new briefing
follows key international political processes related to Sustain- looking at the global financial system, titled ‘Sustainable Finance: Seeking Global Financial Security’.
able Development;
Regions Covered: ANPED covers the regions North America, Addressing the critical need for a more integrated and susWestern, Central and Eastern Europe and the Newly Independ- tainable financial system, the paper draws together a range of
viewpoints from different groups and sectors. It examines curent States.
rent trends in the financial system and describes some of the
Key partners: 150 Member Organisations. Key partnerships existing instruments and institutional frameworks available to
with the Earth Council, the Regional Environment Centre, deal with the causes and consequences of:
ICLEI, and ELCI.
1. Short term financial volatility and crises
Peacechild International
Contact Name: David Woollcombe
Web-address: www.peacechild.org

2. Long term financial insecurity
It profiles some of the principle ideas that have been proposed for financial reform, before finally considering key
questions to be addressed in future debate.

Summary of the organisation: mission: empowering young The paper is now online at
people; Peace Child is a youth-led organisation working from a http://www.earthsummit2002.org/es/briefings/
residential headquarters near Cambridge, England, where
UNED Forum’s Towards Earth Summit 2002 Project International Advisory Board
ANPED Pieter van der Gaag Arab Network for Environment & Development Emad Adly Baha’i International Community Peter Adriance CSD NGO Education Caucus Trevor Harvey
Centre for Science & Environment Sunita Narain Centro de Estudios Ambientales Maria Onestini Commonwealth Women’s Network Hazel Brown Consumer Unity & Trust Society Rajat
Chauduri Development Alternatives Ashok Khosla Formerly Dutch Government Herman Verheij Eco Accord Victoria Elias Environment and Development Action (Maghreb) Magdi
Ibrahim Environment Liaison Centre International Barbara Gemmill Huairou Commission Jan Peterson European Rio+10 Coalition Raymond van Ermen Friends of the Earth Scotland
Kevin Dunion International Chamber of Commerce Jack Whelan International Confederation of Free Trade Unions Lucien Royer International Council for Local Environmental
Initiatives Konrad Otto-Zimmerman International Council for Social Welfare Nigel Tarling International Institute for Environment and Development Nigel Cross International Institute for
Sustainable Development Kimo Langston James Goree VI International Partners for Sustainable Agriculture Linda Elswick IUCN – World Conservation Network Scott Hajost International Union of Local Authorities Jeremy Smith Leadership for Environment & Development Julia Marton-Lefèvre Liaison Committee of Development NGOs to the EU Daphne Davies
NEXT Communications Yusuf Asmal Justice & Sustainability Associates Mencer Donahue Edwards Participatory Research in Asia Rajesh Tandon Peace Child International David
Woollcombe Poptel Worldwide Malcolm Corbett Stockholm Environment Institute Johannah Bernstein Sustainable Development International Peter Ritchie UNED Forum Derek Osborn
UNED Forum Margaret Brusasco Mackenzie UNED Forum/WFUNA Malcolm Harper UN Environment Programme Klaus Töpfer Women’s Environment and Development Organisation
June Zeitlin World Business Council for Sustainable Development Claude Fussler World Information Transfer Claudia Strauss World Resources Institute Jonathan Lash
WWF International Gordon Shepherd.
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Diary Dates, Events & Conferences
8-11 April

12th Global Warming International Conference and & Expo—Kyoto Compliance Review. Cambridge, UK. Conact: www.phoenergy.org/solar2001.html

16-27 April

9th Session of the UN Commission on Sustainable Development. New York, USA.
Contact: www.un.org/esa/sustdev/csd9/csd9_2001.htm

25-27 April

Tenth International Conference on Health & the Environment: Global Partners for Global Solutions.
World Information Transfer. New York, USA. Contact: www.worldinfo.org/html/conf.htm

30 April - 2 May

1st Preparatory Committee for the World Summit on Sustainable Development. New York, USA.
Contact: www.un.org/rio+10/web_pages/first_prepcom.htm

30 April - 11 May

UN High-level Intergovernmental Consultation on Financing for Development - Prep. Com. 3. New
York, USA. Contact: www.un.org/esa/ffd/index.html

14-20 May

3rd UN Conference on the Least Developed Countries. Brussels, Belgium.
Contact: www.un.org/events/ldc3/conference/

16-18 May

OECD Environment Ministers Meeting & Annual OECD Council Meeting at Ministerial Level.
Paris, France. Contact: www.oecd.org/media/upcoming.htm

23-27 May

Youth Conference on Environment & Sustainable Development. Swedish Ministry for Environment.
Borgholm Sweden. Contact: camilla.funke@lsu.se

6-8 June

UN General Assembly Special Session on the Review & Appraisal of the Implementation of the
Habitat Agenda. New York, USA. Contact: www.istanbul+5.htm

25-27 June

UN General Assembly Special Session on HIV/AIDS. New York, USA.
Contact: www.unaids.org/whatsnew/others/un_special/index.html

16-27 July

Resumed COP6/14th Session of the UNFCCC Subsidiary Bodies. Bonn, Germany.
Contact: www.unfccc.int

What’s in next months Network ~2002…
• CSD 9 - Outcomes & Analysis
• CSD 10 - Earth Summit 2002 Prep. Com. I
• World Information Transfer - Environment & Health
• 3rd Least Developed Countries Conference - Preview
• Preparing for Istanbul+5, the Urban Agenda
Your Input is our Output.
Network 2002 is produced by the United Nations Environment &
Development Forum, a multistakeholder NGO working in preparation for
Earth Summit 2002. We welcome your contribution to the process.
Contact the editor at: tmiddleton@earthsummit2002.org.
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